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A b s t r a c t

Axisymmetric force-free equilibrium eigenstates for a prolate as well as
an oblate spheroidal spheromak with arbitrary elongation are obtained. In the
framework of the Woltjer-Taylor relaxation theory the relaxed states are also
identified. A simple hypothesis for the relaxation process 1s introduced which
Implies that the plasma relaxes from multitoroidal formations to a singly
toroidal configuration 1n qualitative agreement with experimental results.

1.Introduction

Force-free states play a significant role in the Physics of spheromak
plasmas. These states satisfy the equation 3 = 9x8 = afi, where 3 is the
current density which is parallel to the magnetic field fi, and a = (3-B)/B^. In
the majority of experiments i t is observed that the spheromak equilibrium is a
constant-fl force-free state which can be successfully described by a relaxation
process i.e., by the Woltjer-Taylor relaxation theory'. According to this
theory, any toroidal magnetic field structure in a small resistivity and low
temperature plasma, contained inside a perfectly conducting boundary, relaxes
to a constant-a force-free equilibrium of minimum magnetic energy, under the
constraint of total magnetic helicity conservation.

Woltjer-Taylor eigenstates of spheromak are crucially related to the
shape of the plasma container (flux-conserver). Theoretical studies exist for
both a spherical and cylindrical flux-conserver. On the experimental side
force-free equilibria with fi * const, i.e., with a peaked <\ - profile, were
observed in the CTX spheromak2 and deviations from the Woltjer-Taylor relaxed
state were also measured by including a f i r i te pressure correction to a
constant-fl model. Recently, in the m = 1 helicity source spheromak experiment,
an m = 0 axisymmetric equilibrium with an m = 1 distortion was also obtained.

To study the Woltzer-Taylor eigenstates of a spheroidal plasma i t is
convenient to use the spheroidal coordinate system. For this system, the
analytic procedure on which the solution to 0x1= = FlB can be expressed in
terms of the solution to a scalar Helmholtz equation, is not operative.
Therefore, the problem can only be studied numerically. However, in the case
of axisymmetry the eigenstates can be derived as solutions to a specific form
of the Grad-Schliiter-Shafranov equation. This in conjunction with the fact that
the WoUjer-Taylor theory does not provide a dynamical description of the
relaxation process motivated us to look into these problems. Firstly, by
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constructing analytically axisymmotric eiijenstates of a spheroidal spheromak
with arbitrary elongation Secondly, by investigating certain characteristics
of the relaxation dynamics.

In what it follows we employ the oblate and the prolate spheroidal
coordinates to construct, axisymmetric eigenstates for an oblate spheroidal
spheromak (oblimak) as well as for a prolate spheroidal spheromak (prolomak).
Further we present a simple hypothesis consistent with the Woltjer-Taylor
theory, which, with the help of the derived eigenstates, provides information
about the magnetic field structure during relaxation

2 Analytic axisymmetnc Woltjer-Taylor eigenstates and plasma relaxation

Axisymmetric eigenstates lor a spheromak can be determined as
solutions to the Grad SchliJter-Shafranov equation

(A* • ?\2W , (1)
with the conducting wall (flux conserver) boundary condition

^'fluxcons ^ 0 (2)
The solutions of eq (1) can be expressed^ in terms of the angular Smj (a,p)

radial Rlfl(x.,6) oblate spheroidal wave functions for the oblimak and the

corresponding prolate ones for the prolomak. The eigenstates are deduced by
imposing the boundary condition (?.), which in the present case amounts to

R t,(-ica,ii)o) = O , (3)

from which the eigenvalues fljdio) c a n &e calculated. According to the
Sturm-Liouville theory the lowest eigenvalue corresponds to the lowest value
of fi (i.e., for fl = 1) Therefore, the minimum magnetic energy axisymmetric
eigenfunction 1s
vj(-ica,;£,n) = l ( i -£2)(T)2* 1 ) ] I / 2 Sn(- ica1 , | )R1 1Hcfl1 ,1n) (4a)
and its lowest eigenvalue fl1 is determined by the algebraic equation

Rn ( - icr l , in0) = 0. (4b)

Since the relaxed state of the oblimak is axisymmetric, eqs (4a) and (4b) also
determine the relaxed state The three lower eigenvalues, for nQ = .75 are:

c?\] - 4 155 (relaxed state), cfl2 = 6.075 and cfl3=6.425.

The boundary condition which determines the Woltjer-Taylor eigenvalues
rlE(n0) for the prolomak is now written

R, f i(cfUi0): 0 (5a)

and the eigenf unction with the lowest eigenvalue flj(n0) reads

V ^ t f l j & r O r K i ~£ 2 ) (n 2 - 1 ) ] 1 / 2 S n (cfl t, £) R^ca^n) . (5b)

We notice that, since the relaxed state of a prolomak is not axisymmetric, eqs.
(5a) and (5b) do not, in general, designate the relaxed state.
The three lower eigenvalues for nQ = 3 art; cfl ( = n/2 = 1.573, cfl2 = 1-960 and
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cR3 = 2.402. The lowest eigenstate ca1 = n/2 is very close to the relaxed state
of Rosenbluth and Bussac4

9K T]O 0.75

Fig. (1). The process of plasna relaxation

Although Woltjer-Taylor theory prescribes successfully the relaxed state
of a low temperature plasma. 1t does not follow the dynamics of relaxation.
So far, the experimental evidence of relaxing spheromak plasmas has shown
two, rather interrelating, characteristics:
1. The development of three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic instabilities
which drive the plasma toward the minimum magnetic energy state.
2 Reconnection of magnetic field lines and conversion of poloidal to toroidal
magnetic flux.

Since the relaxed state is the state with the lowest eigenvalue we expect
that eigenstates with higher eigenvalues are unstable equilibrium states. Thus,
one might think of the following simple idea for the spheromak relaxation: A
low temperature spheromak plasma passes, during relaxation, close to
force-free equilibrium eigenstates with decreasing eigenvalues and relaxes to
the eigenstate with the lowest energy This idea is supported by the following
arguments
1. On the basis of the Woltjer-Taylor iheory, it can be shown that the
magnetic energy W of any rorce-free eigerstate of the spheromak is related to
the eigenvalue fl with W = fl(K/2) where K is the magnetic helicity. During
relaxation the plasma dissipates its magnetic energy with K - constant. Note
that the constancy of magnetic helicit.y for times short compared to resistive
diffusion time scales was confirmed in the CTX spheromak. Consequently,
eigenstates with larger R have greater content of magnetic energy.
2. By a simple integration of the equation 3 -. RB one can see that a also equals
the ratio of the toroidal current l t to the toroidal magnetic flux V^, which is

proportional to the ratio N = (Yp/M^), where Yp is the poloidal magnetic flux.

So, eigenstates with higher "<\ correspond to higher N and, therefore, our
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relaxation hypothesis is consistent with flux conversion processes.
The three lower Woltjer-Taylor eigenstates of the oblimak are depicted in

fig 1 We see that the relaxed state with eigenvalue cfl^ ~ 4.155 is a usual

spheromak configuration. The second eigenstate eft? = 6.075 is a toroidal

configuration of doublet type with the magnetic axis cited parallel to the axis
of symmetry The third cfl3 = 6.425 ts also a doubly toroidal configuration with

the magnetic axis cited perpendicularly to the axis of symmetry.
A similar situation appears if we consider the prolomak, confined

inside the flux-conserver nQ = 3 For this case the lowest eigenfunction is

expressed by the simple form
V1 = cos[(n/2) £1 cos[(n/2) n] (6)

which can be deduced from eq (5b) for the specific value of the separation
constant K = (cri)^ Its eigenvalue fl^c = n/2, or alternatively Hjfl^ = 4.44 and

f } j i z - 4 7 1< compares well with the lowest eigenvalue (\^R- 4.493 predicted4

for the spher ical spheromak of radius R.
The three lower Woltjer-Taylor eigenstates of the prolomak are also

depicted in fig 1. We see that the second eigenstate cH2 = 1960 is a double

toroid and the third cn"3 = 2.402 has three magnetic axes. The multitoroidal

eigenstates of fig. 1 are similar in structure to those found numerically .
The above results indicate that the magnetic field of the relaxing plasma

forms magnetic islands which progressively coalesce, possibly by reconnection
of the magnetic field lines, to form a final singly toroidal configuration.

This agrees qualitatively with the flux function profiles measured during
the formation phase in the PS-1 spheromak. Namely: in the fast formation
experiment, a double toroidal structure was formed initially, then the two
islands coalesced to form a single island. At the experiments, with less
prolate spheromak formations three magnetic islands were initially established
which soon merged into two and the plasma subsequently relaxed to a singly
toroidal configuration. In the experiments with slow formation oblimaks,
double toroids were also detected at the initial stage of field reversal.
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